Apartment Grazie - Cortona, Arezzo, Tuscany

Apartment Grazie
Apartment Grazie Handed down from four different generations, the Apartment Grazie without doubt has a scent of tradition and history in
it. One of the three apartments in the Apartment Rosangela, this rental house in Italy is historically significant. Quite astonishing but true!
This apartment was once the wine cellar which has now been converted into a pleasant looking Apartment filled with all amenities. The
Michelis family or the villa owners who still stay inside this holiday rental property have first-hand information on the exact history of
Apartment Grazia. It is this place that 30 years back witnessed the exact drying process of the white grapes for the production of the
unique Vin Santo (Holy Wine). A ground floored abode… Fully furnished, this ground floor apartment has a private entrance offering its
inmates complete privacy. In its total 65 Square meters, the owners have amazingly split up rooms to suit all unique needs of the tourists.
On entering, there is the living room/dining room that is quite enough for up to four members. Next is the kitchen that is roomy enough
with all amenities including of a refrigerator. The one master bedroom is sensually decorated with a wrought iron bed, a beautiful table
with a lamp stand and matching curtains and linens. Apart from these, there is a yet another bedroom with two single beds, bathroom with
shower functions in it. The Reception in the main entrance is the hotspot or the information center present inside this Italy rental.
Originally a spinning mill, you get first hand info about the restaurants, bars, artisans, shops, cooking classes, wine tours, nearby churches,
pharmacies, and markets close to the apartment. Give in to all the pleasure that this apartment waits to offer you – get to taste the extra
virgin olive oil and taste the genuine wine produced inside the estate. Also make it a point to walk along the stretch of vineyards, sunflower
fields, olive and cypress trees that the Apartment Grazia possesses of. Located in Valdichiana, the whole of the apartment is circumcised by
historically crucial places including of the Etruscan town of Cortona, the castle of Montecchio Vesponi and also with other prominent
villages of Castiglion Fiorentino and Lucignano. The owners still stay in one of the Apartments, making it more pleasant for you. You get to
experience the true bliss
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Information
Location
Bedrooms
Sleeps:4
Total Bedrooms : 2
Twin Rooms : 1
Bathrooms
Total Bathrooms: 1
Bathrooms With Shower : 1
Location & facilities
Town/Places: Cortona
Area : Loc Crete di Cortona, Cortona
Country : Italy
Property Type : Farmhouse Apartment
Surface Area : Arezzo
Property View : 13
Features & Accessories

Final Cleaning : 50 Euro Heating: ON Consumption Daily Cleaning (if
needed): Euro 15/hour Phone/internet on consumption; Chef (to reserve in
advance) Cooking course ( to reserve in advance â€“ extra price) Included
in the price: water, electricity, gas for cooking, linen and bathroom towels
(1 change per week â€“ extra change during the week Euro 10,00 each
bedroom).
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